51st Konstanz Seminar on
Monetary Theory and Monetary Policy
There are two links. One for the meet and greet. One for the policy discussion.

Friday, November 13, 2020
Meet and greet:
15:00 – 16:00
Spatial chat: https://spatial.chat/s/KonstanzSeminar
Policy discussion:
16:00 – 17:30 “The fiscal and monetary legacy of COVID-19”
Zoom: https://zoom.us/j/92724510722?pwd=QU1HYTZaWkRneGtJbzhXV3JUQlhIUT09
For 50 years the Konstanz Seminar has provided an independent platform for intense discussion of
recent developments in monetary theory and policy. From Karl Brunner’s days to today, what has
made the Konstanz Seminar the Konstanz Seminar are the lively discussions among participants;
practitioners, academics, and policymakers alike. In the conference room, and throughout the
breaks. This year, we will have a Konstanz Seminar light. Thank you for registering!
Technical details:
We will have the meet and greet in a virtual room on spatial chat.
The room on spatial chat is open from 2 pm CET:
https://spatial.chat/s/KonstanzSeminar
Just klick the link above, give your name (any) and you are ready to go. The idea of spatial chat is
to mimic the small-talk experience of a conference coffee break. That is, all participants are in one
room. Participants, by moving their icon with the mouse can form groups, lean into conversations,
or leave these. It is quite intuitive to use. You only overhear conversations of a group that is
nearby. That is, not everybody will listen to the same stream of conversation; allowing a chat and
some privacy (digital, that is).
For the policy discussion, we will switch to ZOOM. Just click
https://zoom.us/j/92724510722?pwd=QU1HYTZaWkRneGtJbzhXV3JUQlhIUT09
If you wish to log in manually: Meeting ID: 927 2451 0722; Passcode: 843125.
Any questions: keith.kuester@uni-bonn.de
Though there are few costs for the Konstanz Seminar this year, we wish to express our gratitude for financial support over the
years from the following institutions: Bank for International Settlements, CICC, Deka Bank, de Nederlandsche Bank, Deutscher
Sparkassen- und Giroverband, Deutsche Bundesbank, Oesterreichische Nationalbank, and Schweizerische Nationalbank.

